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“What is the highest and best
use of the publicly-owned
railroad right-of-way?”
(Paraphrase of Supervisor Zach Friend’s question at 6/4/15 RTC meeting)
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What is the Santa Cruz Branch Rail Line Corridor?
§ 32 miles from
Davenport to Pajaro
§ Continuous transportation
corridor
§ Rail Right-of-Way publicly
owned since October 2012
− Purchased from Union Pacific
for $14.2M ($11M from CTC)
− Union Pacific (Iowa Pacific)
still holds a freight easement

§ Within 1 mile of 92 parks,
42 schools, ~50% of
county’s population

Source: Monterey Bay Sanctuary Scenic Trail Network Master Plan
Map: Santa Cruz County Regional Transportation Commission
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Monterey Bay Trail Network:
Connecting Down to Pacific Grove
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Bay Area Rail Networks:

Connecting to Bay Area and Beyond
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Community Transportation Needs

§ Ease traffic congestion
§ Meet rising demand for complete communities,
walkable/bikeable neighborhoods
§ Improve system connectivity
§ Provide scalable transportation solutions
Source: Passenger Rail Feasibility Study (PRFS)
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Two Current Plans for Rail Corridor
Monterey Bay Sanctuary
Scenic Trail Network
Master Plan
§ Spine of broader trail network
§ HALF of the total $126M cost is to
accommodate rail infrastructure

Passenger Rail
Feasibility Study
§ Analyzes seven different service
scenarios + projected ridership
§ Outlines $176M in capital costs
and $14M per year in Operating
and Maintenance costs
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Proposed Benefits of Passenger Rail
§ Relieve congestion on Highway 1
§ Best of both worlds: rail and trail
§ Scalable: just add trains
§ Interconnect with Salinas and Gilroy
(with additional investment—
proposed bullet train + Amtrak)
§ Environmentally friendly vs. cars
§ Socially equitable transportation
§ Supports housing/business density
along transportation corridor;
economic development benefits
§ Can accommodate bikes on trains
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Summary of Concerns with Passenger Rail
§ Capital costs for unclear ridership gains
§ Very large annual subsidies forever
§ No reliable data on Highway 1 commuters
§ Last mile issues
§ Inadequate width for both rail and trail
§ Safety
§ Noise & pollution
§ Timeframe
§ Missed opportunity for amazing trail corridor
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MBSST & Passenger Rail = $700M+

LAST
$700M+
MILE

Not
Not Covered
Covered:

•

MBSST ........................... $127M
PRFS ............................. $176M
$12M net O & M x 30 years …. $360M
Total ............................. $663M
Right of Way, Parking, Fences
Quiet Zones, Inflation,
Interest, 40% Average Overruns

O & M = Operating and Maintenance costs. Important Note: Rail projects typically cost 40% more
than projected according to Dept of Transportation reports summarized on
http://ti.org/antiplanner/?p=10036
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If We Build Rail, Will They Come?
Ridership Forecast vs. Actual (relative to population)
San Diego’s SPRINTER and Santa Cruz County Rail
Feasibility study ridership forecast

Sprinter

(San Diego)

(based on 600,000 population in North San Diego County in 1990)

Current ridership (less than half of forecast)
Current population

SCC Rail

16,000
7,800
872,000

Feasibility study ridership forecast*

5,500

Half of forecast

2,750

Current population

270,000

* See Scenario G and G1 in Passenger Rail Feasibility Study (PRFS), May 2015
Sources: http://web1.ctaa.org/webmodules/webarticles/articlefiles/North_County_SPRINTER.pdf,
http://www.gonctd.com/wp-content/uploads/2013/08/012313-SPRINTERFactSheet.pdf, U.S. Census
Bureau: http://www.census.gov/
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Most mass transit fails due to what urban
planners call first- and last-mile problem
LAST
LASTMILE
MILE

Sources:

à Even if public transit is available, commuters

stay in their cars— often because hassle
of driving, then riding, then getting to final
destination is inconvenient, if not impossible

http://magazine.good.is/articles/convenience-is-king
http://la.streetsblog.org/2014/05/09
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LAST
WIDTH
MILE

à 8 - 12 foot trail with 2-foot
shoulders on each side
à Inadequate width for commuting
à Several segments + bridges are not
wide enough for rail & trail
à Separated from 60 trains per day
by 4-foot high fence
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SAFETY
SAFETY

à 60 trains per day, 40 grade crossings
à Increased freight traffic
(… but is there really any freight?*)

* Questions re: freight usage have not been answered by RTC
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NOISE & POLLUTION
à Increased freight usage
with new tracks would
bring more noise,
pollution, cost
à Statement by Iowa
Pacific, the current rail
operator: They are “actively looking
for new freight customers”*

DeCinzo, Santa Cruz Sentinel 5/25/15

à New trains must share the track with
freight trains; lighter weight electric
or hybrid streetcars cannot operate
on the same tracks as freight
* Source: Iowa Pacific statement at 6/4/15 RTC meeting
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TIMEFRAME

à 25 years since the funds
were secured to purchase
the Rail Right of Way; the
ROW agreement was signed
three years ago; trail has not
begun.
à Realistically, train service will
not start for another 20 years
or longer. A trail-only plan
could be implemented in a
much shorter period of time.
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Myths of Rail?
“There is enough room for both rail line and trail.”
FALSE : RTC has said that “Deep analysis is needed to determine where exactly

the rail Right-of-Way is too narrow to accommodate both rail and trail.”*

“Trains are not so big.”
FALSE : Lighter weight electric or hybrid streetcars cannot operate on the

same tracks as freight.**

“Trains are not so loud.”
FALSE : 60 trains a day and 40 grade crossings are going to generate a lot of

noise. To avoid blowing the horn, the RTC will need to install “Quiet Zones” —
not included in the current cost estimates.

“Rail has persisted for nearly two centuries because it is
simple, efficient and reliable, and it’s a good bet that it will
persist for two centuries more.”
MAYBE : But do we want to tie ourselves to 19th century technology when

better solutions are available?
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* Source: SCCRTC staff in 6/23/15 RTC meeting ** Source: PRFS, pg 26
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Myths of Rail?
“Infrastructure is just expensive. Period. But we must do it
for future generations.”
TRUE and FALSE : Infrastructure IS expensive. Many of our tax dollars

go to build and improve roads and other transportation modes, which are
ALL subsidized. The real question should be: what transportation
investments deliver the most bang for the buck?

“A combined rail/trail system is likely to be cheaper because
Federal and State infrastructure dollars are available to
keep rail lines working, but dollars are not yet so readily
available to keep trails functional.”
FALSE : Our county will rate low on federal and state competitive grants

because of density, population size and ridership estimates. Operating
subsidies will require another sales tax, which is HIGHLY UNLIKELY.

“The $11M of CTC money we took to purchase ROW
mandates rail use.”
TRUE, BUT : The CTC provided a letter to the RTC in September, 2016
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clearly indicating the money could be paid back if no passenger rail is
implemented.
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Myths of Rail?
“We need rail to relieve Hwy 1 congestion, especially for
Watsonville commuters.”
Hmmmm….: The PRFS shows only 300 incremental boardings(150 commuters)
between Scenario E from Santa Cruz to Aptos and Scenario G /G1 from Santa
Cruz to Watsonville.
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Scenario
B
SC-Cap

Scenario
D – Peak:
SC-W

Scenario
E
SC-Aptos

Scenario
G
SC-W

Scenario
G1
FRA SC-W

Scenario
J
SC-Pajaro

Scenario
S
S-Seacliff

Daily weekday boardings
Low Estimate (Base Year)

2,800

1,100

4,700

5,000

5,000

1,750

1,400

Daily weekday boardings
High Estimate (2035)

4,300

1,600

6,400

6,800

6,800

2,500

2,200

SC = Santa Cruz, Cap = Capitola, W = Watsonville, FRA = Federal Railroad Administration
Source: PRFS page x, TABLE ES –1: Summary of Technical Analysis
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Side-by-Side Comparison
The recently published Passenger Rail Feasibility
Study Draft Report considers the viability of
passenger rail for Santa Cruz County.
Here is an alternative vision — using the
corridor without rail, as a multi-modal
transportation corridor*.

* Our corridor is safe, separate, smooth, and scenic. Separation from motor vehicle traffic + gentle gradient =
the 2 main characteristics necessary to make non-motorized local trips attractive alternative to driving

SAFETY
GOAL
1

Provide a convenient, competitive
and accessible travel option

Passenger Rail

Transportation
Corridor Without Rail

Rail ridership max forecast –
Ride Your Bike to Work

5,500 per day

7,000 per day

Probable ridership/
probable bicyclist trips

2,700 per day

3,500 per day

+20-30 minutes

No issue

$5.00 roundtrip

Free

~20 years

~8 years

“Last mile” (e.g. stations too far
from home, business)

Ticket cost
Probable timeframe to complete

21 See matrix handout for all sources:

http://www.slideshare.net/budcolligan/rail-trail-matrix-final-with-large-footnotes
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SAFETY
GOAL
2

Enhance communities and the environment,
support economic vitality
Passenger Rail

Impact on traffic congestion: projected
number of cars removed from Hwy 1

Transportation
Corridor Without Rail

TBD

TBD

Increase in pollution, noise, traffic

60 diesel locomotives
per day, train horns,
increased freight usage

None

Grade crossings

2,400 per day (60 trains
x 40 grade crossings)

None

Not budgeted, will impact
costs, local neighborhoods

Limited

High costs of adequate
safety measures

No increased
costs

Detrimental

Improved

Eco-tourism, economic development

Few examples

Many examples

Recreational asset / healthy lifestyle

Limited

Excellent

Takes advantage of new technologies

Limited

Robust

Parking accommodations
Public safety
Impact to residential property
values along railway

See matrix handout for all sources:
http://www.slideshare.net/budcolligan/rail-trail-matrix-final-with-large-footnotes
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SAFETY
GOAL
3

Develop a rail system that is cost effective
and financially feasible
Passenger Rail
Capital Costs

Transportation
Corridor Without Rail

$176M

$68M

Annual Operating and
Maintenance (30 years)

$420M
($14M per year)

$10M
($320K per year)

Unbudgeted costs

$ Tens of Millions

Minimal

Many

Limited

No

Yes

Funding risks
Santa Cruz has the
money to build it

Could our community realize almost all of the benefits
proffered by the Rail Plan for 13% OF THE COST?
See matrix handout for all sources:
http://www.slideshare.net/budcolligan/rail-trail-matrix-final-with-large-footnotes
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An AlternativeVision…
Multi-Modal State-of-the-Art Transit System

Connected Vehicles (current pilot nationwide)
Driverless Cars (Bay Area)

Digitized Buses (many examples)

TaaS: Lyft, Uber & Electronic Carpooling
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Solving Community Transportation Needs
Transporation Revolution is Happening Today

Electric Bicycles (everywhere)

Solar Powered Paths (Holland, Canada)

Electric Jitneys (Houston)

Electric Bicycles (everywhere)

Transportation Options Accessible for All (Portland)
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Solving Community Transportation Needs

Commuter (Copenhagen)

continued

Commuters (New York)

New Bike Livelihoods (Portland)
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Bicycle Parking (Amsterdam)

Biking to School (Santa Cruz)
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Where It’s Working

Japan
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Denmark

Portland

New York

Philadelphia
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Additional Data We Need to Make a Good Decision
§ Origin and destination data on Hwy 1 commuters so we can truly come
up with a game plan for how to reduce Hwy 1 congestion?
§ A “Trail Without Rail” Feasibility Study with citizen participation to
understand the benefits and costs of a wide multi-use trail for
commuting and recreation.
§ Factual and respectful exploration of existing agreements with the
California Transportation Commission and other Fed and State
agencies to understand the flexibility for various transportation
options.
§ A report on the current freight usage of the railway from Davenport to
Watsonville (what materials are being transported, where (from-to),
how often, tonnage, etc.)?
§ How can we implement lower cost technical solutions available today to

optimize current modalities (e.g. digitized buses, Uber/Lyft vouchers for
seniors/disabled, etc.)?

§ Could an optimized trail only strategy integrated with technical solutions
in other transportation modalities result in making Santa Cruz truly
unique, cutting edge, and prepared for future generations?
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One more thing….
§ Current MBSST trail implementation calls for various jurisdictions to build
their segments of the trail, but none have specified the inclusion of
broadband fiber along the trail!
§ Support inclusion of publicly owned high speed fiber in any rail or trail
plan. County and cities implementing the trail need to follow “dig once”
policy. Ownership of broadband is a revenue generator for
county/municipalities.
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Thank You

Evening bicycle path in Toronto illuminated by solar lights a la Van Gogh’s “The Starry Night”

Appendix

Rail Technology Summary

Emissions –
relative to other
train types
Operate with
Freight on
Tracks*
Cost for New
Vehicles –
approx. cost per
new train set
Construction
Cost Per Mile
($ millions)

LOCOMOTIVE

DMU

EMU

LIGHT DMU

LIGHT EMU

STREETCAR

HIGHER

MED

LOW

LOW

LOW

LOW

YES

YES

TEMPORAL

TEMPORAL

TEMPORAL

NO

$12M – $16M
($3M used)

$8M – $10M

$28M – $35M

$7M – $10M

$4M – $6M

$3M – $5M

$5M – $25M

$5M – $25M

$10M – $30M

$5M – $25M

$10M – $30M

$10M – $30M

* FRA restricts the operation of certain passenger rail vehicles on active freight lines
Source: SCCRTC, 2015
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Summary of Technical Analysis
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Scenario
B
SC-Cap

Scenario
D – Peak:
SC-W

Scenario
E
SC-Aptos

Scenario
G
SC-W

Scenario
G1
FRA SC-W

Scenario
J
SC-Pajaro

Scenario
S
S-Seacliff

Daily weekday boardings
Low Estimate (Base Year)

2,800

1,100

4,700

5,000

5,000

1,750

1,400

Daily weekday boardings
High Estimate (2035)

4,300

1,600

6,400

6,800

6,800

2,500

2,200

Annual O&M cost
(operations, vehicle
maintenance, general
admin, & contingency)

$6.9M

$3.8M

$6.9M

$9.9M

$14M

$3.7M

$5.4M

“Raw” Construction-only
outlay cost (excluding
vehicles, support and
contingency)

$23M

$40M

$28M

$41M

$48M

$41M

$19.7M

Upfront Capital Cost
(Outlay) (tracks, stations,
vehicles, +30% contingency
and 30% support)

$77M

$119M

$85M

$133M

$176M

$93M

$31.5M
(vehicle
lease under
O&M)

Total Capital Outlay
per mile

$12M

$6M

$9M

$6M

$9M

$4M

$4M

SC = Santa Cruz, Cap = Capitola, W = Watsonville, FRA = Federal Railroad Administration; “Raw”
items include capital construction costs such as tracks, stations, and sidings
Source: Fehr & Peers, LTK, RailPros, 2015, Scenario S – Iowa Pacific, adjusted for consistency
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Summary of Technical Analysis
Scenario
B
SC-Cap

Scenario
D – Peak:
SC-W

Scenario
E
SC-Aptos

Scenario
G
SC-W

Scenario
G1
FRA SC-W

Scenario
J
SC-Pajaro

Scenario
S
S-Seacliff

6.6

20.5

9.5

20.5

20.5

21.8

7.6

16 min

36 min

23 min

41 min

41 min

43 min

25 min

Trains per weekday
(both directions)

60

24

60

60

60

12

36

Number of vehicles
(train sets)

3

4

3

5

5

2

3
(leased)

Number of stations
(weekday)

6

6

9

10

10

10

4+1
seasonal

Operating hours per
year (rev train hours)

9800

4313

9800

13,591

13,591

5024

5513

Annual service miles
(revenue train miles)

145,000

136,000

204,000

400,000

400,000

56,000

91,500

Annual Boardings
Low Estimate
(Base Year)

846,000

287,500

1,413,000

1,509,000

1,509,000

528,000

420,000

1,287,000

405,000

1,926,000

2,031,000

2,031,000

741,000

660,000

Track Miles
One-way Travel Time

Annual Boardings
High Estimate (2035)
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continued

SC = Santa Cruz, Cap = Capitola, W = Watsonville, FRA = Federal Railroad Administration; “Raw”
items include capital construction costs such as tracks, stations, and sidings
Source: Fehr & Peers, LTK, RailPros, 2015, Scenario S – Iowa Pacific, adjusted for consistency
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